Salman Rushdie did not go to Nicaragua intending to write a book, or, indeed, to write at all: but my encounter with the place affected me so deeply that in the end I had no choice. So notes Salman Rushdie in his first work of nonfiction, a book as imaginative and meaningful as his acclaimed novels. In The Jaguar Smile, Rushdie paints a brilliantly sharp and haunting portrait of the people, the politics, the terrain, and the poetry of a country in which the ancient, opposing forces of creation and destruction were in violent collision. Recounting his travels there in 1986, in the midst of America’s™ beh The Jaguar Smile also reminds us of the murderous policies of Ronald and Ollie. Sadly Ortega is back in power and proving little better than that corrupt US duo. But the Jaguar Smile is more valuable for its art than its dated politics. Enjoy it for what it is - a minor masterpiece of travel writing - too often a mediocre genre. Read more. In a subjective, poetic, very readable style, british/indish literati Salman Rushdie writes on his journey to Nicaragua under the Frente rule in the 1980s. What seems to be apologetic of a Marxist-Leninist regime in the perspective of Neo-Conservatives is actually an outcry over the injustice heaped upon a small country looking for self-determination. The Jaguar Smile book. Read 151 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Salman Rushdie went to Nicaragua in 1986, harboring no preconcept... Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Â The Jaguar Smile: A Nicaraguan Journey Â as Want to Read: Want to Read savingÂ… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Get books you want. The Jaguar Smile: A Nicaraguan Journey. 2003 Â: Â 3.56 Â: 1,430 Ratings Â: 160 Pages. Â in the present moment. Read more The untethered soul : the journey beyond yourself Singer|Michael A Smile Design Integrating Esthetics and Function: Essentials in Esthetic Dentistry, 1e. 298 PagesÂ 2015Â 148.18 MBÂ 6,753 DownloadsÂ New! illustrated in full colour throughout, this beautiful yet practical volume introduces the subject of smile Parallel Worlds: A journey through creation, higher dimensions, and the future of the cosmos. 447 PagesÂ 2005Â 2.13 MBÂ 22,119 DownloadsÂ New! Worlds: A journey through creation, higher dimensions, and the future of the cosmos Michio Kaku The Jaguar Smile also reminds us of the murderous policies of Ronald and Ollie. Sadly Ortega is back in power and proving little better than that corrupt US duo. But the Jaguar Smile is more valuable for its art than its dated politics. Enjoy it for what it is - a minor masterpiece of travel writing - too often a mediocre genre. Read more. Â This is an interesting book on the Nicaraguan Revolution, sometimes referred to as the Sandista, Contra issues. It is one observers view of how things were in Nicaragua during the tail end of that time. The author is not completely un-biased, nobody is, but he does do a good job of presenting what he saw there without choosing sides and is upfront about his bent.